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CMAS STANDARDS GLOSSARY
Pool Diver: a trained and certified free diver who is able to act in a pool
Apnea diver: a trained and certified free diver who is able to act at open water
Apnea Instructor: a fully trained high level apnea diver who has proven at the instructor course
the ability to teach and provide safety to his students.
Certificate : card and/or diploma from CMAS
BO : Loss of Consciousness due to low oxygen levels, is a situation where an apnea diver
necessitates external assistance in order to stay afloat or stand.
LMC : loss of motor control due to low levels of oxygen at tissues and brain (something
commonly referred to as "samba") where the diver possibly needs help.
BO diver : a diver who has lost his/her consciousness and needs help.
Dynamic Apnea : Dynamic apnea is an event where the athlete aims at covering the maximal
horizontal distance by keeping the body below the surface of the water in apnea with or without
fins.
The event can be conducted in a swimming-pool or in open water and with the use of fins (bifins and monofin as separate competitions) or without. When fins are used, they must be
powered only by the muscular power of the athlete, without use of any mechanism, even if the
latter is activated by the muscles.
In bi-fins competition the swimming style is that of alternating kick is essential (no dolphin kick is
allowed except in a 3 meter zone at the start and turning both outdoors and indoors).
Speed/Endurance Apnea : is a skill where the athlete aims at covering a fixed distance at the
minimum possible time. The event is conducted in a swimming-pool and is swum in fractions of
a pool length alternating apnea swimming with passive recovery at the pool's ends.
The event is swum with the use of fins (bi-fins and monofin as separate competitions).
If the fins is used the fins must be powered only by the muscular power of the athlete, without
use of any mechanism, even if the latter is activated by the muscles.
In Bi-Fins competition it is not only the material but also the style of kicking the fins (no dolphin
kick is allowed except in 3 meters zone at the start and turning in outdoors and start and turning
zones in indoors).
The typical distances of speed-endurance apnea are Speed 2x50m and Endurance 8x50m and
16x50m.
Jump Blue Apnea: The Jump Blue is an event where the athlete must cover the

maximum distance in apnea around a square of 15 (fifteen) meters side situated in a
depth of 10 (ten) meters.
The event takes place in open water (sea or lake) and the use of fins (bi-fins or monofin)
is mandatory. The fins must be powered only by the muscular power of the athlete,
without use of any mechanism, even if the latter is activated by the muscles.
Static Apnea: Static Apnea is an event where the athlete aims at performing a maximum
duration apnea minimally over a time declared beforehand and if possible going beyond this
time.
The event is conducted in a swimming-pool.
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Constant weight Apnea: The Constant Weight Apnea is an event where the athlete must
cover the vertical distance in apnea down to the declared depth without any change in his
weight during the whole attempt with or without fins.
The event takes place in open water (sea or lake) and the use of fins (bi-fins and monofin as
separate competitions) or without fins depends on the type of the competition. When fins are
used, they must be powered only by the muscular power of the athlete, without use of any
mechanism, even if the latter is activated by the muscles.
In bi-fins competition it is not only the material but also the style of kicking the fins is essential
(no dolphin kick is allowed except in 3 meters zone at the start and turning in outdoors and start
and turning zones in indoors).
Variable weight Apnea: The Variable Weight Apnea is an event where the athlete must cover
the vertical distance in apnea down to the declared depth with a guided ballast device and
return back with his own power.
The event takes place in open water (sea or lake) and use of fins (bi-fins and monofin as
separate competitions) or without fins depends on the type of the competition. When fins are
used, they must be powered only by the muscular power of the athlete, without use of any
mechanism, even if the latter is activated by the muscles.
In Bi-Fins competition it is not only the material but also the style of kicking the fins (no dolphin
kick is allowed except in 3 meters zone at the start and turning in outdoors and start and turning
zones in indoors).
FIM Apnea: The Free Immersion Apnea is an event where the athlete must cover the maximum
vertical distance in apnea to a declared depth without using ballast or fins.
The event takes place in open water (sea or lake) and the athlete is allowed to pull on the
guiding rope. The use of any mechanism even if the latter is activated by the muscles of the
athlete is prohibited.
CPR : cardiopulmonary resuscitation
BLS: basic life support
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